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With the growing dominance of inverter-based resources (IBRs), the synchronous inertia of
the interconnected power systems (IPSs) is affected. The increase in IBRs results in a
decrease in the system inertia. The decrease in inertia impacts the initial rate of decline of
the frequency. Thus, there is a need for faster frequency response requirements to
enhance the dynamic performance of the IPS. With the massive penetration of the
plug-in hybrid electric vehicles (PHEVs) into expanding smart cities, PHEVs can act as
controllable loads which support the inertial response of the system in a rapid manner. This
gives a scope to monitor a large amount of EV operational data to ensure reliable operation
considering extensive penetration of EVs. This study proposes a stochastic and iterative
based optimization for a two-area interconnected power system (IPS) coupled with a
hybrid energy storage system (HESS). The HESS uses 10,000 plug-in hybrid electric
vehicles (PHEVs) in each area and a superconducting magnetic energy storage (SMES)
device to aid load frequency control (LFC). The 10,000 PHEVs would contribute to massive
operational data, which needs to be considered while studying the IPS dynamic
performance. Here, we investigated two discrete tie lines: HVDC links parallel to the
alternating current (AC) tie line and a virtual synchronous power-based (VSP)-HVDC link
parallel to the AC tie line. The controller’s optimal parameters are recorded using twometa-
heuristic algorithms, that is, particle swarm optimization (PSO) and biogeography-based
optimization (BBO) along with simultaneous coordinated tuning of secondary controller
and storage units. Results are taken both in the presence and absence of a HESSwith two
types of tie links. The analysis is performed with typical load changes and sensitivity
analysis scenarios for an accurate record of variations in the outcomes. Thus, the
proposed BBO-based LFC tracks the supply and demand variations, ensuring
precision and accuracy, indicating improved IPS dynamic performance in smart cities.
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INTRODUCTION

The decarbonization of the transport and the energy sectors is no
longer a choice (1). With emerging technologies, the countries in
the world are trying to reach ambitious goals owing to sustainable
challenges and objectives. The increasing electric mobility market
for the existing interconnected power systems represents a key
factor for more sustainable transport and in the energy sector in
terms of energy storage and generation profile. Besides that, with
the integration of sensors, information and communication
technologies, and Internet of things (IoT) devices, the
traditional cities are transforming to smart cities (2). The
smart electric network in a smart city gives a flexibility in the
interconnected power system.

The present-day power system is complex and widely
interconnected, with energy demand escalating continuously.
The traditional power system needs enormous capital for
electricity generation and harms the environment. With the
focus on improving the earth’s climate, the conventional
power system is being transformed into a decentralized,
distributed generation. The distributed generation uses
environment-sustainable sources such as solar, wind,
geothermal, biomass, and small hydro to meet the growing
demand. However, due to these sources’ intermittent nature,
the electric grid faces operational challenges like reliability,
power quality, grid stability, and, in particular, frequency control.

The interconnected power system’s successful operation
requires matching the total generation to the total load
demand and losses associated with the system. The
instantaneous balance between the total generation and the
total load reflects on the interconnected power system’s
frequency. With time, the operating point of the power system
changes. Large penetration of electric vehicles (EVs) into the
smart city’s existing power pool raises electric grid (EG) reliability
concerns, disrupting smart city transportation service. This gives
a scope to monitor a large amount of EV operational data and
provide inertial support for the EG to ensure reliable operation
considering extensive penetration of EVs. Therefore, the system
can notice the irregularities in the nominal frequency and power
exchange schedules, producing undesirable effects. The two
variables of interest are frequency and power exchanges
between tie-links. Frequency stability is a rather important
issue in a large interconnected power system. The load
frequency control problem has been supplemented with
significant research contributions from time to time, like
controller designs incorporating parameter uncertainties,
excitation control, load changes and characteristics, and AC/
DC transmission links (Ibraheem and Kothari, 2005). Also, with
the grid’s multi-unit nature, including various conventional and
renewable units, the grid frequency deviates rigorously in terms of
which conventional load frequency control cannot satisfy the
requirements up to the mark. Any small disturbance in one area
may lead to instability in the entire grid system. The variation in
system parameters is indicated by area control error (ACE) in the
interconnected system due to its dependence on frequency and
tie-line power. Usually, the AC tie line serves the purpose, but it is
economical to use the HVDC link parallel to the AC tie line for

long-distance benefits. HVDC line also improves stability due to
fewer losses and the absence of reactive power. HVDC lines are
also useful in avoiding loop flows in the interconnected system. In
the study by Elyas et al. (2014), conventional AGC is modified for
the deregulated power market and the system with renewable
sources, and the system performance is analyzed with both AC
and DC tie lines. In the study by Pham et al. (2016), LFC of a four-
area power system with thermal units is investigated with HVDC
links, and functional observers are designed for feedback control.
In the study by (Kachhwaha et al., 2016), LFC of a multi-unit
power system is modeled with EV and fractional order PID
(FOPID), and the simulation is carried out for the cases with
and without EV in which the dynamic performance of the system
is enhanced with EV. In the study by Anil et al. (2016), various
controllers are designed for LFC of a multi-unit power system in
whichHVDCwith the H-infinity controller stands better than the
HVDC optimal slidingmode controller andHVDC-PI controller.
In the study by Johnson and Shubhanga. (2016), a 14-bus AC
IEEE system is modified with an HVDC link to eliminate loop
flow in the interconnected power system. Sivadanam et al. (2020)
discussed the inertial response of different types of power systems
which impacts the frequency control of different types of systems.

Even though load frequency control has been dealt with for
more than 3 decades, the introduction of renewable energy
sources, energy storage, and electric vehicles poses new
challenges in power systems’ operation. With massive
penetration of renewable units with less or no inertia, the
system’s inertia gets disturbed. Usually, voltage source
converters (VSCs) are used to improve transient stability in
HVDC transmission. A VSC-HVDC system contains energy
stored in DC link capacitors utilized for emulating inertia, and
this strategy is named inertia emulation control (INEC). This is
well illustrated in the study by Zhu et al. (2013) with various load
changes and faults. In the study by Elyas et al. (2014), a two-area
system is considered, and a derivative-based virtual inertia
controller is designed in which the dynamic performance like
peak overshoots is improved compared to HVDC transmission
lines. In the study by Elyas et al. (2014), the concept of virtual
synchronous power (VSP)-based virtual inertia emulation is
proposed for AGC of the multi-unit interconnected power
system. The inertia emulation process needs some energy,
which can be provided by any energy storage devices. In
general, SMES is preferable due to its fast-responding nature
with which it can supply rapid power in a short duration of time.
In the study by Praghnesh and Sinha. (2018), SMES is
incorporated with thyristor-controlled phase shifters for the
interconnected system, and craziness-based PSO is
implemented to optimize the parameters Bhatt et al., 2010. On
the other hand, PHEV can act as a distributed storage system, an
effective solution for LFC in interconnected systems. In the study
by Musio and Damiano (2012), the effect of PHEV on the cost of
a virtual power plant is well analyzed.

Swarm intelligence techniques can be used to optimize the
controller parameters for better system performance. In the study
by Rupali and Chaphekar, (2015), PSO is implemented on a two-
area interconnected power system. BBO is the upcoming latest
and effective technique in optimization. In the study by Pham
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et al. (2016), the travelling salesman problem is solved effectively
using BBO. In the study by Rahman et al. (2015), three degrees of
freedom PI controller is optimized using BBO. In the study by
Hari Kumar and Ushakumari. (2014) conventional PID
controller for a multi-unit system is replaced with a BBO
optimized controller to enhance the system performance. In
the study by Roy et al. (2014), BBO and oppositional BBO
(OBBO) optimized controllers for the interconnected system
are compared with PSO in which BBO improves system
transients and settling time. Barisal and Mishra. (2018)
presented automatic generation control of interconnected
power systems with diverse generation sources. The work by
Oshnoei et al. (2019) considered electric vehicles as a part of each
area and proposed a TID controller for different load changes.
Surya & Sinha. (2018) discussed the impact of ultracapacitor and
thyristor control phase shifters on load frequency control using
the ANFIS technique. Yang et al. (2017) proposed a two-level
control using the multi-agent method for load frequency control.
In the study by llias et al. (2016), the authors proposed
optimization of PID controllers utilizing the evolutionary
particle swarm optimization technique for a two-area
interconnected power system. Abd-Elazim and Ali. (2016)
proposed a BAT optimization technique for the design of
optimum load frequency controllers for non-linear
interconnected power systems. From the literature, the authors
noticed the use of the following algorithms, namely, back tracking
search algorithm (Madasu et al., 2017), Artificial Bee Colony
(Kouba et al., 2015), Particle Swarm Optimization (Kouba et al.,
2015), differential search algorithm (Guha et al., 2017), fractal
search algorithm (Sivalingam et al., 2017), flower pollination
algorithm (Madasu et al., 2018), harmony search algorithm
(Shankar and Mukherjee, 2016), and JAYA algorithm
(Annamraju and Nandiraju., 2019), for optimization of
different types of controllers in the interconnected power
systems. Sivadanam et al. (2020) proposed Particle Swarm
Optimization and Biogeography Based Optimization algorithm
(Sivadanam et al., 2021) for improving the dynamic performance
of the interconnected power system.

Most of the works in the literature are implemented on the
conventional power systems but with the rising growth of smart
cities and introduction of IBRs, power electronic converters,
energy storage systems, electric vehicles etc., the frequency
control needs to be studied in different scenarios for
interconnected power systems for successful operation and
control of the modern electric grid. To the best of the author’s
knowledge, this is the first study which utilizes smart city
transportation service as a variable for the frequency control
of the IPS. This study uses the PHEVs as a part of the hybrid
energy storage system (HESS) and utilizes aggregated PHEV
demand to enable the frequency control. The main
contributions and key features of the article are as follows:

i. The study includes the aggregated PHEV demand as a signal
controlled by the transmission system operator as a part of
smart city service.

ii. The controller parameters are tuned using optimization
techniques for a large interconnected system. The

robustness of the controller is analyzed with different
parameters.

iii. The frequency deviations and tie-line deviations are observed
for HVDC and VSP-HVDC tie-links in large, interconnected
power systems.

In this study, a two-area interconnected power system with two
reheat thermal units with a PID controller for secondary control is
considered, and PHEV and SMES units are incorporated in each
area. An HVDC link and a VSP-HVDC link are added parallel to
the AC tie line in two different case studies. The system is simulated
at various load changes. Simultaneous coordinated tuning of the
secondary controller and storage unit parameters with PSO and
BBO is carried out at different load changes, and sensitivity analysis
is carried out with and without the PID controller. The steady-state
and transient state analysis is carried out, and variation in
frequency and tie-line power is plotted for every typical case
study. Simulation is carried out in a MATLAB/SIMULINK
environment.

The remaining section of the article is organized into five
sections. In Modeling of the Proposed System, the mathematical
modeling of the system will be introduced. Biogeography Based
Optimization Algorithm deals with the optimization approach
used to tune the controller parameters. The results and discussion
are presented in Results and Discussion. Sensitivity Analysis With
HVDC and VSP- HVDC Links deals with sensitivity analysis to
verify the robustness of the proposed controller. Finally,
Conclusion provides conclusions drawn based on case studies.

MODELING OF THE PROPOSED SYSTEM

The proposed system model consists of a two-area interconnected
power system with thermal units incorporated with a hybrid energy
storage system in each unit, which is modeled in two different
scenarios, that is, with an HVDC link and a VSP-HVDC link.

Two-Area Interconnected System With
Thermal Units
The primary regulation of AGC is required to curb the
oscillations under load changes. The secondary regulation is
needed to bring back the distorted value to the nominal range
value, that is, to make the steady-state error zero. The PID
controller is used as a secondary controller in this study,
which increases the type of the system to make the steady-
state error zero. A generalized multi-area interconnected
system is modeled in Figure 1, as shown below. In Figure 1,
Bi = bias coefficient of area-i; Δfi, Δfj = change in area-i and area-j
frequency, respectively; ΔPgi = governor output in area-i; ΔPTi =
turbine output in area-i; ΔPSMESi = output of SMES unit in area-i;
ΔPtieij = tie-line power; ΔPPHEVi = output of PHEV in area-i; ΔPi,
= input power of area-i.

Hybrid Energy Storage System
The hybrid energy storage system constitutes plug-in hybrid
electric vehicles which are used in the transportation sector
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and a superconducting magnetic energy storage, an electrical
storage device.

Plug-In Hybrid Electric Vehicles
The carbonization of the transport sector in a city is one of the
main reasons for pollution.With the use of plug-in hybrid electric
vehicles (PHEVs) in the transport sector, a revolution in the
world transport sector has begun to mitigate the rising global
climatic changes. The technological advancements of battery
systems and power electronic devices make the PHEVs a more
viable option for all the common people in coming years. The
adoption of PHEVs in large numbers into the interconnected
power system can be used to help the electric grid in emergency
situations. It will be economical if the PHEV data in an area are
gathered together and then aggregated as the total PHEV demand
and made available as a correction signal for the operator to meet
the grid requirements, particularly active power injections. The
battery state-of-charge (SOC) determines the participation factor
of each PHEV.

Superconducting Magnetic Energy Storage
The superconducting magnetic energy storage (SMES) is an
electrical energy storage device which has fast response time,
high power capability in short time, flexible control of real power,
high storage efficiency, and high-power density. The SMES uses
the direct current passing through a superconducting coil which
is cooled by bringing the temperature below a critical value. This
produces a magnetic field, and the energy can be stored in it. To
obtain the superior, several subsystems need to be designed
carefully. A SMES unit consists of a sizeable superconducting
coil with a cryogenic cooling system. The equivalent circuit of the
SMES uses a lumped parameter model represented through a six-
segment design comprising self-inductances (Li), mutual
couplings among sections (i and j, Mij), AC loss resistances
(Rsi), skin effect related resistances (Rpi), turn-ground (shunt-
CShi), and turn-turn capacitances (series-CSi). This model is

suitable for a frequency range from DC to a few thousand
Hertz. The addition of spike capacitors (CSg1 and CSg2) along
with a filter capacitor CF in parallel with grounding balance
resistors (Rg1 and Rg2) allows for diminishing the effect of
resonances. A metal-oxide-semiconductor (MOV) protection
for passing voltage surge suppression is included between your
SMES product and the DC/DC converter (Molina and Mercado,
2011). The equivalent circuit of the SMES coil is shown in
Supplementary Figure S1.

HVDC Link in Parallel With AC Tie Line
The high voltage alternating current (HVAC) which is used for
transferring bulk power to long distances suffers from stability
issues, reactive power control problems, etc. With the
development of high voltage direct current (HVDC), there
are advantages like no reactive power consumption, low losses,
and possible asynchronous connections like solar, wind, etc.
The growth of the alternate fuel sources led to increasing
HVDC interconnections into the interconnected power
system. By this interconnection of the AC tie-line parallel
with the HVDC link, the frequency deviation is very low,
leading to improved quality and continuity of power supply to
the customers.

The variation in tie-line power now depends on both AC and
DC power change, which is modeled in the following equation.

ΔPtie � ΔPAC + ΔPDC (1)
The area control error (ACE) is responsible for considering the

local impact on other areas in the interconnected areas. The area
control error (ACE) is a function of total tie-link power and the
power obtained from the hybrid energy storage system. The total
tie-link power includes both the AC and DC tie-link power. The
beta (β) is the frequency bias coefficient of each area. The ACE
helps in achieving the load frequency control (LFC). The
modified area control errors of both the areas with the
inclusion of HVDC links are as follows:

FIGURE 1 | LFC of the interconnected power system with PHEV and SMES incorporation.
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ACE1 � ΔPtie,11 + ΔPtie,12 + B1Δf1 + ΔPSMES1 + ΔPPHEV1

+ ΔPDC1 (2)
ACE2 � a12(ΔPtie,22 + ΔPtie,12) + B2Δf2 + ΔPSMES2 + ΔPPHEV2

+ ΔPDC2

(3)
The schematic diagram of the interconnected system with

HVDC is as shown in Supplementary Figure S2A.

VSP-HVDC Line in Parallel With AC Tie Line
Usually, conventional generators with the droop capability are
responsible for providing sufficient inertia against frequency
deviations in the system. However, the penetration of renewables
in the modern power system imposes very low or no inertia,
disturbing the system inertia. Inertia plays a significant role in
damping oscillations due to sudden changes. Hence, there is a
need to emulate the inertia into the system so that the system’s
transient stability can be improved. The inertia emulation control
(INEC) strategy is proposed recently, which supports theACnetwork
during and following disturbances, with minimal impact on the
systems connected beyond theHVDC system’s terminals (Rakhshani
et al., 2017).

Configuration of the System With VSP-HVDC Line
The configuration of the two-area system with the VSP-HVDC line
in parallel with the AC tie line is shown in Supplementary
Figure S2B.

Derivative Control-Based Virtual Inertia Emulation
With the change in active power, the grid frequency varies. The
derivative of frequency is used to adjust active power, emulating
the inertia into the system by the following control law (Elyas
et al., 2014) in power electronic converters.

PEM � gω0
d(Δω0)

dt
(4)

where g is the gain of conversion and ω0 is the scheduled grid
frequency. This conversion process generally requires energy which
can be gained by other areas or any available storage units. In this
study, SMES is installed to serve the purpose. The block diagram of
the control scheme for inertia emulation is in Supplementary Figure
S3. Under various disturbances, the frequency may alter due to the
change in active power. The derivative of frequency is used in the
control law of the power electronic converter to regulate the active
power such that system stability is retained (Rakhshani et al., 2016).
A low pass filter is used due to the sensitivity of the system to the
noise. The emulated power in both areas is given by the following:

ΔPESS1(s) � J1
sTESS + 1

(sΔf1(s)) (5)

ΔPESS2(s) � J1
sTESS + 1

(sΔf2(s)) (6)

The frequency deviation of the two-area interconnected
system, including SMES and PHEV with VSP-HVDC line in
parallel to the AC tie link, is given as follows:

Δf1 � 1
2H1s +D1

(ΔP1 + ΔPPHEV1 − ΔPSMES1 − ΔPdc1 − ΔPtie12

+ ΔPESS1 − ΔPL1)
(7)

Δf2 � 1
2H2s +D2

(ΔP2 + ΔPPHEV2 − ΔPSMES2 − ΔPdc2 + ΔPtie12

+ ΔPESS2 − ΔPL2)
(8)

BIOGEOGRAPHY BASED OPTIMIZATION
ALGORITHM

Simon has introduced the BBO algorithm motivated by the
migration of biological species between islands. It is
constructed based on biogeography, which is the study of
biological groups over time and space. It belongs to the class
of metaheuristic algorithms. The effectiveness of the algorithm
lies in its iterative and stochastic nature to optimize the given
fitness function subjected to constraints even in a complex
environment. The evolution of new species, migration of
existing species, and extinction of species form the
development of the algorithm. The islands which support the
life are known to have high suitability indices (HSIs), and the
islands which do not have favorable conditions for the growth of
species are known to have low sustainability indices (LSIs). The
HSI and LSI depend on the suitability index values (SIVs). The
SIVs are characterized by the geography, rainfall, temperature,
vegetation, etc. Based on the immigration and emigration rates,
the algorithm achieves optimum solution based on SIV and HSI.
The migration and mutation are the most important steps in the
determination of the optimum solution.

The process of migration is based on immigration and
emigration that occur among geographical regions. The
parameters that control the migration process are immigration
rate (λ) and emigration rate (µ).

λ � (1 −N/Nmax)I (9)
μ � EN/Nmax (10)

where N, E, Nmax, and I represent the number of species,
maximum emigration rate, maximum species number, and
maximum immigration rate.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The suggested algorithm’s efficacy and effectiveness can be
verified by considering a two-area interconnected power
system that consists of two thermal units with a hybrid energy
storage system (PHEV and SMES) in each area. The test system’s
transfer function model is developed in MATLAB/SIMULINK,
and the algorithm is created in m-file. The system’s dynamic
performance can be realized with two step load patterns: 0.01 pu
and 0.05 pu under different scenarios. In scenario-1, the HVDC
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FIGURE 2 | Dynamics of Area-1 and Area-2 with and without HESS for 1% and 5% change in load with HVDC link. (A) Dynamics of f1 at 1% Load Change with
HESS. (B) Dynamics of Ptie at 1% Load Change with HESS. (C) Dynamics of f2 at 1% Load Change with HESS. (D) Dynamics of f1 at 5% Load Change with HESS. (E)
Dynamics of Ptie at 5% Load Change with HESS. (F) Dynamics of f2 at 5% Load Change with HESS (G) Dynamics of Ptie at 1% Load Change without HESS. (H)
Dynamics of Ptie at 5% Load Change without HESS.
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FIGURE 3 |Dynamics of Area-1 and Area-2 with and without HESS for 1% and 5% change in load with VSP-HVDC link. (A)Dynamics of f1 at 1% Load Change with
HESS. (B) Dynamics of Ptie at 1% Load Change with HESS. (C) Dynamics of f2 at 1% Load Change with HESS. (D) Dynamics of f1 at 5% Load Change with HESS. (E)
Dynamics of Ptie at 5% Load Change with HESS. (F) Dynamics of f2 at 5% Load Change with HESS. (G) Dynamics of Ptie at 1% Load Change without HESS. (H)
Dynamics of Ptie at 5% Load Change without HESS.
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link is parallel with the AC tie link, and in scenario-2, the VSP-
HVDC link is in parallel with the AC tie link. The PID controller’s
optimal parameters are achieved by applying a technique known
as Simultaneous Coordinated Control (SCC) using PSO and
BBO. The objective function minimizes frequency deviation in
both the areas along with stable tie-line power exchange.

Scenario-1: With HVDC Link
In this scenario, the two-area interconnected power system has an
HVDC link parallel to the AC tie link. The performance of the system
is analyzed at load changes of 0.01 and 0.05 pu, respectively. The plots
of frequency variation and tie-line power variation are shown in the
following content for typical case studies with the presence and
absence of the hybrid energy storage system. Figures 2A,D represent
variations of frequency in area-1 for 0.01 and 0.05 pu change in load.
The results show that the BBO algorithm has a minimum first peak
with minimum steady-state oscillations and takes less time to reach a
steady-state than PSO. Themagnitude of frequency deviation ismore
in the 0.05-pu step load pattern. Figures 2B,E represent the tie-line
power variation, which explains that the net power schedules between
area 1 and area 2 are more stable with BBO.

Figures 2C,F represent variations of frequency in area-2 for 0.01
and 0.05 pu change in load. The results show that the BBO algorithm
has a minimum first peak with minimum steady-state oscillations
and takes less time to reach a steady-state than PSO. The magnitude
of frequency deviation is more in the 0.05-pu step load pattern.
Figures 2G,H represent the tie-line power variation in the absence of
HESS at 0.01 and 0.05 pu load disturbances. The oscillations in tie-
line power in the absence of HESS are more than those of the system
in HESS’s presence.

Scenario-2: With VSP-HVDC Link
The two-area system is modeled with the VSP-HVDC link
parallel to the AC tie line, enhancing the system inertia,
thereby improving the system stability. Figures 3A,B represent
the deviation of frequency in area-1 at 0.01 and 0.05 pu step load
patterns. The results show that the BBO algorithm has a
minimum first peak with minimum steady-state oscillations
and takes less time to reach a steady-state than PSO.

Figures 3C,D represent variations of frequency in area-2 for
0.01 and 0.05 pu change in load. The results show that the BBO
algorithm has a minimum first peak with minimum steady-state
oscillations and takes less time to reach a steady-state than PSO.
The magnitude of frequency deviation is more in the 0.05-pu step
load pattern. Figures 3E,F represent the tie-line power variation
at 0.01 and 0.05 pu load change, respectively, which explains that
the net power schedules between area 1 and area 2 are more stable
with BBO. Figures 3G,H represent the tie-line power variation of
the system in the absence of the HESS unit in which oscillations
are more than those of the system with HESS.

SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS WITH HVDC AND
VSP- HVDC LINKS

Sensitivity analysis is performed for the two-area interconnected
system with the HVDC link in parallel with the AC tie line,

including PHEV and SMES units to demonstrate the robustness
of the proposed algorithm by varying the system parameters such
as gain (KP) and time constant (TP) of the transfer function block
of the power system at 0.01 pu load change condition. The value
of KP is set to 120, 140, and 160 and TP as 10, 15, and 20 in each
case, and the system is tuned with the BBO algorithm for the
optimal values of the PID controller in the presence and absence
of the HESS unit. The variation in frequency and tie-line power
for different KP values are plotted in Figures 4A–C.

Figures 4D–F represent the variation of frequency in area-1,
area-2, and tie-line power with various values of TP. From the
above plots, it is clear that with the increase in KP and the decrease
in TP, the oscillations increased enormously, and the settling time
also increased, which is undesirable.

Figures 5A–C represent the plots with the variation of KP.
Figures 5D–F represent the plots with the variation of TP. It is
observed that the settling time is much improved, and oscillations
decreased with virtual inertia emulation when compared to the
standard HVDC line. It is also observed that the change in TP

affects the system parameters compared to the change in KP.
The performance of the system is determined by the first peak

overshoot value of area-1 and area-2 frequencies (Δf1peak,Δf2peak),
first peak overshoot of change in tie-line power (ΔP(tie-peak)), settling
time (ts), the highest possible peak value in tie-line power variation
(ΔP(tie-high)) and its corresponding time (tp), steady-state error (ess),
and oscillations, which are enlisted in the following tables.

Tables 1, 2 represent the variation of system parameters under
0.01 and 0.05 pu load changes when the system is optimized with
PSO and BBO for HVDC and VSP-HVDC interconnected lines.
FromTable 1, the change in peak frequency of area-1 of the system
with PSO is 7.46*10–3 Hz and improved with BBO optimization
up to 6.7*10–3 Hz for 1% load change. The settling time of the
area-1 proposed model when optimized with BBO is 19.70 s for 5%
load change, whereas it is 68 s with PSO optimization. It can be
noted that the system optimized with BBO gives better results with
low peak overshoot and less settling time, indicating the fast
recovery of the system to its stable operating point. The
maximum peak overshoot in the tie-line power is reduced with
BBO optimization.

VSP-HVDC line inclusion in the system improves the transient
stability compared to the HVDC line, evident from the decrease in
peak overshoot and settling time. The role of SMES is pivotal in
damping oscillations, which is evident from the above analysis. The
steady-state error is zero due to the presence of a PID controller in
both areas. FromTable 2, it is observed that the peak value of change
in frequency of area-2 of the proposed interconnected system
incorporated with HESS is 2.97*10–3 Hz with PSO, and it is
decreased to 1.70*10–3 Hz with BBO optimization for 1% load
change case. Also ΔP(tie-peak) for 5% load change is
5.36*10–4 MW with the HESS unit, and it is increased to
5.66*10–4 MW when the HESS unit is disconnected, which
demonstrates the role of the storage element in the system.

Table 3 represents the sensitivity analysis of the two-area
interconnected system, including SMES and PHEV for both
HVDC and VSP-HVDC line cases and their respective
performance at a 1% load change condition with Kp’s variation
and Tp optimized with BBO technique.
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With an increase in KP and decrease in TP, the peak overshoot of
frequency and tie-line power increased, indicating the decrease in
transient stability. For the case of Tp = 15, the peak change in tie-line
power is recorded as 0.98*10–4MW for the HVDC tie line, whereas
it is decreased to 0.85*10–4MW with the VSP-HVDC line, which
demonstrates the effect of virtual inertia emulation into the system.

CONCLUSION

The penetration of a large number of renewable units with low
inertia in the present-day power systems is the severe cause for
disturbing the system inertia. This criterion may lead to system

frequency and tie-line power to move out of limits leading to
transient instability, which is undesirable. This explains the need
for virtual inertia emulation to build a secure and stable power
system. This study presents a novel model of AGC of an
interconnected system incorporated with the SMES and PHEV
units in each area. PHEV aids in the LFC problem and SMES
serve to supply energy for the virtual inertia emulation process
and damp oscillations. On the other hand, PHEVs are pollution-
free, which is very desirable in the present-day situation.

The performance of the two-area interconnected system is
investigated with two discrete transmission lines since the
transmission line plays a pivotal role in power exchange
between different areas in an interconnected model. HVDC

FIGURE 4 | Sensitivity analysis in the presence of HVDC link. (A) Effect of variation of Kp on f1. (B) Effect of variation of Kp on f2. (C) Effect of variation of Kp on Ptie.
(D) Effect of variation of Tp on f1. (E) Effect of variation of Tp on f2. (F) Effect of variation of Tp on Ptie.
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FIGURE 5 | Sensitivity analysis in the presence of VSP-HVDC link. (A) Effect of variation of Kp on f1. (B) Effect of variation of Kp on f2. (C) Effect of variation of Kp on
Ptie. (D) Effect of variation of Tp on f1. (E) Effect of variation of Tp on f2. (F) Effect of variation of Tp on Ptie.

TABLE 1 | Performance analysis of the two-area interconnected system with HVDC link.

Technique
used

HESS

Unit

ΔPL Δf1peak
(10−3

Hz)

ts
(sec)

Δf2peak
(10−3Hz)

ts
(sec)

ΔPtie−peak
(10−4

MW)

ts
(sec)

ΔPtie−high
(10−4

MW)

tp
(sec)

PSO Present 0.01 9.4112 15.74 6.1729 15.4 1.1486 16.5 1.2225 1.15
BBO 0.01 7.8653 24.80 2.2929 28.2 1.0652 25.6 1.2111 1.13
PSO 0.05 42.600 68.00 10.300 88.0 5.8123 82.0 6.9273 2.02
BBO 0.05 41.100 19.70 11.200 34.0 5.5900 24.8 6.0545 1.15

PSO Absent 0.01 7.3482 26.30 3.0567 29.7 0.9074 25.3 1.3277 1.72
BBO 0.01 8.0545 11.70 2.7387 16.9 1.0949 17.0 1.1651 1.15
PSO 0.05 44.100 14.00 18.800 18.0 5.9236 21.2 6.3613 1.17
BBO 0.05 40.100 25.00 26.600 22.6 4.2280 26.8 4.7717 0.98
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line in parallel with the AC line and VSP-HVDC line in parallel
with the AC line are placed separately, and the system is
optimized in each case with PSO and BBO techniques by
simultaneous coordinated tuning of the secondary controller
and SMES unit. Sensitivity analysis is also performed for each
scenario. Results indicate that with virtual inertia emulation, the
system’s transient stability is improved when the system,
including PHEV and SMES, is optimized with BBO. The high
penetration levels of electric vehicles can lead to stability issues in
the interconnected power systems. The EV charging demand
needs to be carefully monitored for optimal operation of
interconnected power systems. The authors would like to
extend the work by increasing different penetration levels of
the plug-in hybrid electric vehicles and evaluate the various
combinations of hybrid energy storage systems by integrating
communication delays, analyzing the filter requirements, and
demanding response services offered by the load. The authors
would like to add that if the total generation demanded by the
load is met by renewable energy sources, the system would be
sustainable (Nallapaneni and Chopra, 2021).
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TABLE 2 | Performance analysis of the two-area interconnected system with VSP-HVDC line.

Technique
used

HESS

Unit

ΔPL Δf1peak
(10−3

Hz)

ts
(sec)

Δf2peak
(10−3

Hz)

ts
(sec)

ΔPtie−peak
(10−4

MW)

ts
(sec)

ΔPtie−high
(10−4

MW)

tp
(sec)

PSO Present 0.01 7.4615 30.4 2.9786 38.0 0.8662 28.3 0.9978 1.43
BBO 0.01 6.7220 25.8 1.7059 32.3 0.7305 27.5 0.7994 1.37
PSO 0.05 39.800 58.5 10.400 73.1 5.3638 66.0 6.5614 1.51
BBO 0.05 35.100 28.8 10.500 34.6 3.8314 27.7 4.0863 1.40

PSO Absent 0.01 8.0337 16.0 3.5678 20.7 1.0143 24.2 1.3768 1.50
BBO 0.01 7.4239 12.0 2.3160 15.5 0.8879 77.0 0.9278 0.94
PSO 0.05 40.700 39.6 11.600 48.8 5.6688 45.7 7.0924 1.51
BBO 0.05 38.600 14.0 13.600 17.5 4.5691 92.0 4.7316 0.96

TABLE 3 | Sensitivity analysis of the presented two-area system.

TIE LINE Varying Δf1peak
(10

−3

Hz)

ts
(sec)

Δf2peak
(10

−3

Hz)

ts
(sec)

ΔPtie−peak
(10

−4

MW)

ts
(sec)

ΔPtie−high
(10

−4

MW)

tp
(sec)

HVDC Kp 120 7.8653 24.8 2.2129 28.2 1.0652 25.6 1.2111 1.13
140 8.0823 25.6 2.2966 30.0 0.9548 25.2 1.1098 1.00
160 8.6156 22.0 2.3536 31.4 0.9574 26.9 1.1180 0.95

Tp 20 7.8653 24.8 2.2929 28.2 1.0652 25.6 1.2111 1.13
15 8.9764 29.0 3.0285 30.7 0.9835 30.8 1.1407 0.95
10 11.000 41.0 3.0187 36.1 0.9970 35.2 1.1292 1.32

VSP-
HVDC

Kp 120 6.7220 25.8 1.7059 32.3 0.7305 27.5 0.7994 1.37
140 7.0282 25.8 1.5382 33.2 0.6908 24.9 0.8050 1.23
160 6.6718 24.2 2.2144 33.1 0.8748 26.4 0.9673 1.23

Tp 20 6.7220 25.8 1.7059 32.3 0.7305 27.5 0.7994 1.37
15 8.6514 23.8 2.6049 39.9 0.8549 27.0 0.9306 1.23
10 11.900 32.9 2.2189 38.3 1.0894 84.9 1.5976 1.09
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